November 7, 2014
Attention: Keller Williams Realty
In July 2014, my husband and I decided to start the process to sell our home which was prompted
by a house that quickly sold on our block that was very similar to ours. We were not only impressed with
the listing price but how quickly it went under contract. At that time we decided to reach out to Sheerlee
Mischel at Keller Williams who was the listing agent and the rest is history. Once our home went on the
market we had an offer within 4 days and from there it quickly went under contract. We directly
attribute this to the effort that Sheerlee put into marketing our home and pricing it competitively as a
direct result of how quickly it sold.
Buying and selling a home is never an easy process; Sheerlee was always there through out every
step of the process to answer our questions; which made it less overwhelming for us. She listened to our
concerns, was patient and offered solutions to best meet the needs for our family and situation. Sheerlee
did a fantastic job with not only selling our home but helping us find a home to buy. She meticulously
crafted a strategy to assist us with putting in an offer on our dream home even though our home was not
yet on the market. We cannot express how truly happy we were with how Sheerlee handled our
complex real estate transaction! She has outstanding work ethics and worked tirelessly to ensure it
resulted in a smooth real estate transaction.
We also appreciated Sheerlee’s calm reassurance and expert advice throughout the entire process,
which for our purchase it certainly had its challenges. She continued to stay on top of every step in the
process every day and consistently communicated status and next steps with us. This helped to put us at
ease during a very overwhelming time as you can imagine as you are approaching the closing date with
finalizing the financing and logistics. Overall, Sheerlee provided us outstanding service and always
remained professional.
Working with Sheerlee made a stressful process a wonderful success in the end. On a personal
side, Sheerlee became part of our family and a lifelong friend. She always had genuine care and concern
for us as a family and took into consideration our needs from showing our home to scheduling inspections,
along with our 3 dogs. We could not imagine going through this process without the kind of care,
personalized attention and expertise that Sheerlee provided us. Our new home is absolutely beautiful and
both my husband and I couldn’t be happier!
I would highly recommend Sheerlee for your future real estate needs if you are looking for
someone who will have your best interest at hand, provide you personalized attention and is an expert in
the field.
Best Regards,
Michele & Jason Cevoli
Contact Information: 201-694-6388

